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1. These Exceptional Regulations to the BRUSSELS HOLIDAY FAIR are an attachment to the Terms 

and Conditions and the General Regulations and is entirely part of it. The exhibitor declares and 
recognizes having taken note of the documents mentioned above. 
 

2. The BRUSSELS HOLIDAY FAIR takes place in the Halls of BRUSSELS EXPO. Like every other fair, 
she aims to attract international and national touristic regions, tour operators and travel 
agencies. The fair aims to connect exhibitors with visitors who are interested in the products 
and services they represent. The BRUSSELS HOLIDAY FAIR targets 2 audiences: professionals in 
the sector and the bigger public. The BRUSSELS HOLIDAY FAIR attracts visitors from all Belgian 
regions. 
 

3. BRUSSELS HOLIDAY FAIR is organised by FISA OPERATIONS NV, with a head quarter in Brussels: 
Square Atomium BP 505, 1020 Brussels (“FISA OPERATIONS”). All invoices addressed to the 
exhibitors of the BRUSSELS HOLIDAY FAIR are distributed by FISA OPERATIONS.  
 

4. The website of the BRUSSEL HOLIDAY FAIR can be found here: www.brusselsholidayfair.eu 
 

5. Modular booth constructions are allowed at the BRUSSELS HOLIDAY FAIR.  
 

6. Booths may not be closed off more than 50% per open side.  
 

7. The height of the dividing walls are set at 2.5 meters. Booths with a different height than 
2.5 meters, must be submitted for approval to the Organizing Committee. The height can only 
deviate from the standard height with approval of the Committee. The back side of the dividing 
walls that extend the normal dimensions, must be perfectly shielded by the exhibitor who builds 
lower or higher than 2.5 meters. Every exhibitor must provide for their own walls. Exhibitors 
who would like to build lower or higher, must submit a stand concept with clear mentions of the 
dimensions. The part of the booth that surpasses the height of the neighbouring booth, must 
also be shielded.  
 

8. The exhibitor is required to provide enough lighting on his booth depending on his surface. 
1 spot per 3 square meters is an average recommendation. When you order electrical 
connections, you need to keep in mind that you calculate enough power for lighting in the booth 
and the functioning of other electrical devices. FISA OPERATIONS prohibits all forms of 
overexposure on your booth. 
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